
Year 0/1 Home Learning 20-24 September 2021

These are all just suggestions and you can swap days, times and activities so

that it suits you and your child.

Please contact your child’s teacher with any questions/problems/successes or help. Please

send any photos or movies to your teacher.  We love receiving them :)

Look at the bottom of the page for some fun activities.

rwaterhouse@snelllsbeach.school.nz

sjolliffe@snellsbeach.school.nz

bdavies@snellsbeach.school.nz

susher@snellsbeach.school.nz

rhenry@snellsbeach.school.nz

In this week of learning ideas we are trying to get your

child motivated to write. If they are not at this stage,

please scribe their ideas for them so that they see them in

writing. For our reticent writers, encourage them to do one

idea on their own and you can write down the rest. NB Let

them write down the words using the sounds that they hear.

We don’t want to put them off by continually stopping them

to correct their spelling.

DAY 1

Morning

Zumba Kids - Gangnam style
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9fgA6TJ5VHY

Watch and listen to Superworm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0keNDquvZEE

Make a comic strip to tell the story

Practice writing letters correctly
https://www.pinterest.de/pin/219761656790165891/
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Afternoon

https://themadhousemummy.com/07/31/nature-scavenger-hunt-free-prin

table/

Print out this nature scavenger hunt and see

how many things you can find. Will you find a

worm? It might even be a Superworm!!

If you find interesting things that are not on

the list, draw them at the back of your

printed page. If you find 12 things, you have

created your own scavenger hunt that we

could share with everyone else to have a go at.

PLEASE remember to use your scientist eyes

when you find creatures in nature and to leave

them exactly where they are as that is their

home.

DAY 2

Morning

Just Dance Kids - Jump up
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=52pdktAMDe4

Watch and listen to Pete the Cat and his magic

sunglasses
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJCG1Ls7a9c

Draw a picture and write a sentence or 3

about the story

Practice alphabet and phonic sounds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=po5FZltkFVI

Afternoon

Make some round cookies and then turn them

into sunglasses by putting 2 together.

Decorate them with snazzy coloured icing

sugar.
https://sugarspunrun.com/easy-sugar-cookie-recipe/

Maybe you could even make a cat cookie??
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DAY 3

Morning

Cosmic Yoga - Halloween
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ArOzn2dtDdA

Watch and listen to Pete the Cat and his magic

sunglasses
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJCG1Ls7a9c

Make a Happy poster

Practice writing letters correctly
https://www.pinterest.de/pin/219761656790165891/

Afternoon

Print out this Pete the cat template
https://www.pinterest.nz/pin/499829258624872902/

Paint or colour in the pieces then glue Pete

together in any pose you want. Please make

him a special pair of sunglasses using paper,

cardboard, wool, pipe-cleaners or anything else

you can think of.

DAY 4

Morning

Little Sports Fitness - physical activity for

kids
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_oIssULEk0

Watch and listen to Pete the Cat and his magic

sunglasses
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJCG1Ls7a9c

Draw Pete the Cat and write a sentence or 3

describing Pete the Cat

Practice alphabet and phonic sounds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=po5FZltkFVI
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Afternoon

https://www.artycraftykids.com/art/cool-cat-newspaper-art-project-for-

kids/

Have a go at this gorgeous cat creation. What

pose will you choose for your kitty?

DAY 5

Morning

Kids Educational fitness - Kids bop shuffle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHd2s_saYsQ

Watch and listen to Pete the Cat and his magic

sunglasses
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJCG1Ls7a9c

Write about how you have made someone else

happy

Practice writing letters correctly
https://www.pinterest.de/pin/219761656790165891/

Afternoon

Design your own special pair of sunglasses.

Make them any shape you like, like hearts,

flowers, diamonds, cat’s faces :-) Have a look

at these . . .
https://www.shutterstock.com/image-vector/hand-drawing-set-sunglasses

-vector-illustration-241182901

I’m sure your sunglasses will be SO cool.
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